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Methods – Sensor to DIT Coupling

Overview
Purpose: Study collisional cooling effects of He buffer gas towards greater control of mass
scanning operation in a digital ion trap mass spectrometer.
Methods: Interfaced a custom built ion trap mass spectrometer with a micro pirani pressure
sensor. Sensor housed in insulated cover and attached directly to the ring electrode of a 3-D
quadrupole ion trap. Methane chemical ionization is performed external to the trap and ions
are gated into the trap through an einzel lens. The trap is operated by frequency scanning the
fundamental RF in boundary ejection mode. Operational conditions were varied to obtain
optimal trapping efficiency.

Micro pirani sensor housing: 3 component LDPE
housing locks together with 6 locking pins and encases the
sensor with exposed electronics board fixed to the back of
housing seen in figure 4. A LDPE screw provides
compression fitting of the sensor into the housing.

Figure 4: Sensor
Housing

Sensor to DIT: The sensor seals into the
ring electrode hole via a viton o-ring
attached at the front end of the sensor
housing which can be seen in figure 4.

Introduction

The quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer (MS) is operated in boundary ejection mode using
digital frequency scanning which allows for a larger mass range1. Interfacing chemical
ionization to the custom built digital ion trap MS is described herein.

Results – Methane-PCI
LeCroy Wavepro 7200A
Precision Digital Oscilloscope
was used to obtain spectra for
methane which can be seen in
figure 5.
• Filament current: 1.15 A
• Detector voltage: 2900 V
• Cycle rate: 8 Hz
Figure 5: Spectra obtained a) of methane only and b) with
• Scan Rate: 30 Hz
methane and analyte mixture
• Fundamental voltage: 100 Vp-p
• Supplemental voltage: 0 Vp-p
• Linear Sweep range: 1 MHz to 15 kHz

Results – He Concentration Study

Ion Volume

•
•
•

Ion Trap

Linear Sweep range: 350 kHz to 225 kHz
Methane pressure: 2.70 x 10-3 torr,N2
Benzene/ ethylbenzene
1:1 mixture pressure: 2.86 x 10-5 torr,N2

Figure 6a shows how the total ion signal changes with
increasing He pressure. The data obtained can
undergo an exponential fit as seen in figure 6b which
indicates that the trap is being saturated with ions.
Further pressure increases were experimentally
impossible due to vacuum system strain.

Figure 1: Electronics configuration for ion trap
• Ion trap electronics setup for boundary ejection mode shown
in figure 1.
• Instrumental setup of digital ion trap (DIT) can be seen in
figure 2. DIT electrodes were repurposed from a Finnigan
GCQ Plus.

Figure 2: Quadrupole
ion trap setup

He partial pressure (chamber): 4.40 x 10-3 torrHe
He partial pressure (ion trap): 2.59 x 10-2 torrHe
Methane partial pressure: 2.94 x 10-3 torrN2
Benzene/ ethylbenzene
1:1 mixture pressure: 1.07 x 10-5 torrN2

Figure 7: Plot of total signal vs injection time
Cooling time conditions: (0 ms to 75 ms)
He pressure (chamber): 1.65 x 10-3 torr,He
He pressure (ion trap): 1.05 x 10-2 torr,He
Methane pressure: 1.77 x 10-3 torrN2
Benzene/ ethylbenzene
Figure 8: Plot of total signal vs cooling time
1:1 mixture pressure: 2.74 x 10-5 torrN2
Figure 7 shows how the injection time can be optimized to obtain the maximum signal intensity
(60 ms). This change is gradual unlike the change observed by altering the cooling time where
between 20 and 25 ms the total ion signal dramatically changes.
•
•
•
•

Figure 4: a) Assembly view, b) exploded view, and cross
section view of sensor housing with ring electrode

Methods – Instrument Setup

Einzel Lens

•
•
•
•

Figure 3: a) Exploded view, and b)
assembly view of sensor housing.

Results: Design, fabrication, and interfacing of pressure sensor to the quadrupole ion trap.
Study of collisional cooling effects inside a quadrupole ion trap.

Conventional ion trapping utilizes a buffer gas to dissipate residual kinetic energy from ions
thereby cooling the ions and allowing them to become trapped. This principle is key to the
operation of ion trapping but current designs limit the accurate measurement of pressure
inside the trap. Instead, an external chamber pressure is measured which can vary
significantly and an exact pressure is not known. To our knowledge, the pressure inside of the
trap can be altered in such a way as to optimize performance metrics such as resolution,
dynamic range, etc... Therefore, more accurate pressure measurements from inside the trap
can be utilized to optimize the ion trap. This can also be used facilitate the implementation of
distinct pulsed buffer gas introduction into the ion trap. It could also be used to monitor and
control collision induced dissociation reactions inside the ion trap.

Results – Injection Time and Cooling Time Study
Injection time conditions: (10 ms to 75ms)

Figure 6: a) Plot of
He concentration vs
total ion signal, and
b) exponential fit
parameters

Conclusions
Although the analyte used for analysis was a 1:1 mixture of benzene and ethylbenzene it can be
observed in figure 5b that the benzene peak in significantly lower in intensity. The cause of this is
most likely due to the sample introduction which involves a liquid mixture evaporating into the ion
volume. Since the partial pressures of benzene (~100 torr) and ethylbenzene (~7 torr) the ratio
that reaches the ion volume will not remain 1:1.
Optimization of the He buffer gas concentration in a trapping instrument is crucial to obtain the
best trapping efficiency in a quadrupole ion trap. Figure 6 shows how the trapping efficiency
increases as the pressure of He increases. This however leads to saturation of the trap as
pressure keeps increasing. An asymptote of the total ion signal was not observed because the
increased pressure needed to observe this would cause vacuum system failure. Also, according
to the two reference pressures measured it was observed that the pressure inside the trap is ~4
times higher than the chamber pressure measured.
As was observed in figures 7 and 8, timing of injection and cooling greatly alters total ion signal
with a more drastic effect observed during cooling time adjustments

Future Work
• Incorporate an automatic gain control system to control monitor and control the amount of ions
generated and passed into the ion trap.
• Couple the DIT to a gas chromatograph to analyze molecules already in the gas phase and at
previously studied high-speed digital frequency scanning2.
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